[Diagnosis and treatment of spastic angina revealed by cardiac arrest].
The prevalence of vasospastic angina is said to be low in Europe, but maybe because of a lack of diagnosis in the daily practice. However, coronary spasm is a common cause of cardiac arrest, especially among patients free of cardiac illness, and it should be systematically investigated after an unexplained cardiac arrest. Intracoronary spasm provocation test exposes patients to a lower risk compared to the risk of spontaneous spastic angina. Accurate modalities and diagnostic criteria have to be clarified for European population. Avoiding external causes of coronary spasm (such as cigarette smoking or more generally consuming coronary spasm inducing drugs) and prescribing antispastic medicine (first of all calcium channel blockers) are the basis of vasospastic angina treatment. However, recurrent coronary spasms have been reported despite an appropriate treatment and implantable automatic defibrillator has been implanted after case discussion when the onset of illness was cardiac arrest. We report the case of a patient recovering from cardiac arrest who had a positive spasm coronary provocation test, and was treated with calcium channel blockers and had been an automatic defibrillator implanted, with a coronary spasm provocation test performed afterward still contentious. While discussing this case, we are making a literature review of the diagnosis and treatment of spastic angina revealed by cardiac arrest.